Knollman, Sanders win election

Rick Jackoway

The ticket of Mark Knollman and Yatte Sanders won 43 per cent of the vote in the race for student body president and vice president, respectively, to win Central Council's general elections held April 9 and 10.

Knollman, a sophomore, polled 381 votes (38.1 per cent). The following did not receive sufficient votes: Don Schaller, 209; Tom Reinsel, 207; Doris Roach, 228; Laura Ruhrwien, 204; Charles Don Donley, 202; Lynn Dennis, 201; Wendy Shone, 208; Martha Case, 268; Robin M. Boyce, 270; Bob Elliot, 270; Cliff Willke, 276; Gwendolyn Luster, 272; Mary Ann Lavine, 261; Sean Duffy, 257; David Pearson, 257; Stephanie Reelaz, 253; Michael Haynes, 247; Dave Johnson, 240; Hugh Phillips, 236; Kiriwim Maro Roach, 228; Aletrice Ferguson, 226; Laura Ruthriven, 217; and Diane Thomas, 217.

The following did not receive sufficient votes: Ray Schaller, 209; Tom Reinset, 207; Doris Botte, 204; Charles Don Donley, 202; Lynn Dennis, 201; James E. Cook, 198; Kevin A. Christner, 196; Daniel Sayle, 192; Jeanine Molot, 183; Mary E. Paris, 185; Ed Ensenh, 168; Joe Tator, 162; Michael Barron, 159; Ger­ ard Edmondson, 143; and Christian Tompares, 124.

Women's Center Board selected

Jim Wallace

The UMSL Women's Center announced the results of elections for its Governing Board last week.

Undergraduate representatives will be Barbara Bennett, Lynn Dennis and Crystal Smith. The graduate student representative will be Vickie English.

Non-exempt staff will be represented by Doloris Locklider and exempt staff will be by Ann Kenney.

The Faculty Board will be Marcia Dolbe and Stephanie Ross, assistant professor of philosophy.

The minority interest representative position was won by Gwen Luster.

Luster did not conduct a campaign but won with write-in votes. She has not yet accepted the position.

CAD, '80-81 calendar reviewed

Jim Wallace

The University Senate approved a 1980-81 UMSL calendar proposal in a meeting held April 10. The proposed calendar, subject to approval by the Board of Curators, institutes three optional days, replacing the present stop days.

The optional days may be used for either regular class or intensive study days. Each instructor will have the power to decide how those days will be used.

Presently the stop days cannot be used for regular class days. The change would allow for an almost 15 week semester, instead of the present 14 week semester.

Some senators said that the finals should not start immediately after classes as they are scheduled to. The motion passed, however, 25 for and 20 against.

The Senate also received several reports on the Center for Academic Development (CAD). The Center was established in 1977, on an experimental basis for two years. The proposition for the program was introduced in a Senate meeting in December 1976. The two years have passed and a decision should be reached at the next Senate meeting as to whether the program will be continued and in what form.

The program was the result of a plan initiated to combat the problem of declining SAT scores in high schools around the country.

[See "Senate" page 5]
**Jazz course offered**

St. Louis radio personality and jazz historian Charlie Mennes will teach a non-credit course, “Jazz at the Keyboard,” beginning April 18. The course will meet on successive Wednesdays through May 1, from 130-3:30pm at the UMSL Recreation Building.

In the course, Mennes will utilize his thousands of recordings, taped interviews, and books covering the period from ragtime to the present, including some of St. Louis’ outstanding jazz pianists. Performers and composers to be studied include Scott Joplin, “Pats’ Walker, Wiltz ‘The Lion’ Smith and modern-day greats such as George Brubeck, Charlie ‘Bird’ Parker, and Milt Jackson. Mennes, known as Charlie Mussen, has had his own jazz program on St. Louis radio for the past seven years. He is currently hosting noonday jazz radio under the name “Jazz Under the Arch.”

Guest speaker at the banquet Friday evening is Henry Steele Commager, professor of history at Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. A prolific author and editor, Commager is prominent in the field of education for materials and guidance provided in the area of American history. He will speak on “History and the Great Community of Learning.” His presence at the conference is supported, in part, by a grant from the Missouri Committee for the Humanities, Inc.

The 21st annual Missouri Conference on History will be held on the campus of the University of Missouri-Rolla April 27-28. Program participants are members of the history faculties of high schools, colleges, and universities in Missouri and eight other states, and state and national archival agencies.

**Wilson to lecture here**

Novelist and literary historian Angus Wilson will lecture at UMSL on a subject he knows well—himself. His autobiographical talk is scheduled for April 19, at 12:30pm in room 75 of the J.C. Penney College of Business.

Wilson will lead an informal symposium at 11am April 20, in 331 SSB. Both events are free and open to the public.

**Elections scheduled**

The Evening College Council is holding its membership election April 17 and 18. The members shall be elected to the Council by the students enrolled in the Evening College.

**Representative Gephart to speak at a luncheon**

U.S. Representative Richard A. Gephart will be the luncheon speaker at a metropolitan forum on Taxpayers in Revolt April 23. The forum, sponsored by the UMSL Center for Metropolitan Studies, will be held in room 128 J.C. Penney Building.

Also speaking on the forum from 2:30-2pm will be John Shannon, assistant director of the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations; State Senator Harriett Woods; James T. O’Flynn, president of the Community Program Development Corporation.

Moderator of the program will be James H. Luet, director of the UMSL urban center, and serving as a commentator will be Donald Phares, associate director of the center. The metropolitan forum series provides an opportunity for analysis of the way St. Louisians resolve community conflicts.

Cost of the program is $6, which includes luncheon and educational materials. For further information or to register contact Dave Kozel, (314)516-5961.
Fraternity wants blood

The Beta Alpha Phi (BAP) fraternity is sponsoring a blood drive to be held April 18 and 19. The Red Cross will be mailing the drive to be held April 18 and 19.

Any student, faculty, or staff member between ages 17 and 66 and over 100 pounds that has not given blood in the last eight weeks is eligible to give blood. Eric Cohen, BAP member, said that this year the Red Cross will be better staffed to take the blood donors.

Last year, Cohen said, there were long delays for some participants because of understaffing. The fraternity is setting a goal of 170 donors a day this year.

The blood can be used to treat several diseases as well as becoming part of St. Louis' blood bank. Red cells are used in surgery and in the treatment of anemia. White cells defend the body against diseases by attacking bacteria, and platelets are the cells that control bleeding by forming plugs in broken blood vessels. They are used in the treatment of cancer and leukemia to replace cells destroyed by chemotherapy.

How would “Army officer” look on your job application?

Employers can afford to be choosy these days. There are a lot more college grads around than jobs available for them.

Many companies are finding young people with the qualities they want among Army ROTC graduates.

Army ROTC students learn to lead, to manage people and handle equipment. Then as active Army or Reserve officers, they take on more instant responsibility than is available in most other jobs right out of college.

So it’s no wonder that employers, looking for demonstrated leadership, rate “Army officer” above most other qualifications. A college graduate who’s been an Army officer has more to offer. And most employers know it!

ARMY ROTC. LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

For details, contact: Army ROTC in St. Louis Academy Building, Washington University St. Louis, Mo. 63130 (314) 899-5337

Music Education Service needs male or female keyboard player to play disco, soul rock, funk and jazz. Call 361-0404. Ask for Mike.

Music Education Service needs group guitar teacher for private elementary school accounts. Full- or part-time available during Fall ‘79. Part-time summer training now $10-12 per hour. Car needed. Teaching experience desirable, plus vocal ability. Call 965-0605.

Secretary, part-time, three days a week for social agency in Clayton. Organizing and typing material for new files plus general clerical work. Good typing and organizational skills required. Voluntary -profit agency. Call 721- after 2pm weekdays.
Proposed '80-81 calendar impractical, Inconsiderate

The University Senate approved a 1980-81 calendar proposal in a meeting held April 10. The proposed calendar would institute three "optional days" at the end of each semester in place of the present two stop days used for intensive study before finals. "Optional days" will be used either as class days or as intensive study days. Each instructor will have the power to decide how those days will be used.

The change comes as a result of many instructors (especially those instructing in mathematics, sciences, and foreign languages) desiring a full 15-week class calendar. The present calendar operates on a 14-week semester.

The "optional days" proposal presents a serious problem for students. If instructors choose to hold classes on the three designated "optional days", a student could conceivably have his last class after 10pm one day and a final scheduled early the next morning. That possibility is not a remote one. The calendar does not allow a student ample time to prepare for finals. It is not the prospect of a 15-week class schedule that is objectionable, but rather the probable elimination of the intensive study days.

The proposed calendar must be approved by the Board of Curators before instituted. The curators have sufficient time to recognize the impracticality of such a calendar and should recognize that the UMSL Senate is not necessarily a body representing student interests.

Irate about police behavior

Dear Editor:

Are the UMSL police above the law? Read this letter and tell me if you're not.

Last week I received a ticket for using Garage Two's entrance ramp as an exit. Following Thoreso's example I calmly accepted the consequence of breaking what I consider to be an unjust law. After all, the ramp is easily wide enough to accommodate opposing traffic and is clearly the most direct route off the top level of the three-level structure.

The very next day, however, as I lawfully entered the garage on the same entrance ramp I nearly collided with an UMSL police car unlawfully exiting. Furthermore, he was really cut off by a right turn from the left lane. No, he was not in hot pursuit but merely seeking a fresh crop of illegal parkers.

Is not the police department subject to the same traffic regulations as the rest of the campus population? The double standard is illegal, immoral, intolerable and impeachable. My respect for UMSL's law enforcement officials is shattered.

Brokenheartedly,
Name withheld upon request

Writer disquainted with university litter, mess

Dear Editor:

In a recent publication of the UMSL Current, a picture of the trash behind some of the buildings was shown. I would like to comment on the situation in general.

Some people say it is because physical plant has not been cut funds. Some people say it is because "we" all lack pride in the university. "We," being the faculty, staff and students. May be all of us should look into the situation and try to correct the problem of the appearance of the university, inside the buildings and out.

Neighborhoods have clean-up weeks. Perhaps the university should have one also. Perhaps each building could be considered a "neighborhood". During a certain week, that building inside and out, would be cleaned. The proper department should be in charge of scheduling, window cleaning, wall washing, fix up things that need repairs (such as molding around the floors), etc. Ground crews should be scheduled to clean up around the buildings scheduled to be "cleaned up" that week. (In scheduling, we hope that the floors will be waxed after rooms have been cleaned. Some how they usually get waxed before.) May I add that secretaries on the campus have taken the dust rags to file cabinets for years. Not just since the budget cuts, even before, just in order to get the job "done". Now, after many years of doing the job, it is considered "other related duties" for a secretary to clean desks, wash file cabinets, and when all else fails, sweep the floor.

Perhaps the chancellor and our physical plant director should take the "garbage" and "mud" out of the entire campus. All buildings, every room (including restrooms) should be cleaned by both. Evaluation should be made as to what should be done, then DO IT! In order to make the present funds, wouldn't it be cheaper to wash the walls with ammonia water than to throw it away? Some of the buildings have coffee stains running down the walls. With an impression on visitors. Faster to wash than repaint, cheaper for ammonia than paint.

Bones of junk in the hallways should be thrown out if not put away. Broken chairs should either be repaired or thrown out. The trash needs to be pulled out of the landscaping. Or is there any "landscape" under all of the trash anymore? Once the university has spent the money to purchase new trees, why don't they water them? The trees along the East Campus Drive have been replaced every year. They usually get watered when they are planted. If they don't survive, replace them next year.

We do have a beautiful campus under all the present mess. Money could be saved by taking care of what we already have. Yes, this campus does lack pride. Look at other campuses, ours should get the prize or be renamed...the Normandy Mess.

A broken-hearted Missouri tax payer,
Name withheld upon request

Wants details on Slaten

Dear Editor:

A recent issue of the Current contained a photograph showing University Baseball Coach, Kevin Slaten, engaged in a fisticuffs with a referee during an intra­
mural basketball game. This incident is particularly interesting in view of Mr. Slaten's principal occupation. As a junior member of the Channel four television sports reporting team, he frequently editorializes on the good sportsmanship, or lack of it, displayed by people associated with sports. For example, you may recall the criticism State's head football coach, Woody Hayes, after he punched a player during a post-season bowl game.

For another reason, your coverage of Slaten's conduct was limited to a photograph. Would you kindly give us all the details in a story or an editorial?

Sincerely yours,
Robert C. Richards
Instructor
Political Science Department

The Current is published weekly during the semester in room 8 in the Blue Metal Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, Missouri. Phone (314) 453-6174.

The Current is published by student activity fees, the Current is published by a student staff and is not an official publication of the University of Missouri. The university is not responsible for the Current's contents and policies. Editorials are the opinion of the editor and/or the editorial staff. Articles labeled "Commentary" are the opinion of the individual writer.

Advertising rates available upon request. Member Missouri College Newspaper Association.
The first part of Tuesday's report was given by Jon C. Marshall, author of a CAD Evaluation Report. Marshall said that the report was presented for information purposes and that the final section includes a detailed list of recommendations. Copies of the report were passed out to all Senate members.

The floor was then given to professor John J. Boswell, chairperson of the Ad Hoc CAD Committee. Boswell gave a brief introduction to his group's recommendations. He stated, "What we've done is given an overview of problems as we saw them and given recommendations." Boswell went on to say that a couple of the recommendations regarded the placement tests and possible future presentations to area high school students.

The information for Marshall's report was received mainly from three sources: the student information system; a survey of a large number of students; and questioning a random sample of 300 students.

Boswell said he would, "enjoy sitting down with small groups of faculty, students, or administrators" to discuss the report. "Obviously we like CAD and would like to see it continue," Boswell concluded on behalf of his Committee.

The report will be opened for discussion at the next meeting on May 8.

Also in Tuesday's meeting, Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman gave an up-dated budget report which cited Governor Teacher's recommendation as suggesting a 7.6 per cent increase in the university's budget for the 1979-80 school year. This increase translates to about $10.5 million.

The Chancellor was "delighted with student interest and enthusiasm but concerned about the facts being correct." He went on to describe his interpretation of the problem. He said that since actual numbers would not be known until July, the Fiscal Resources Committee recommended that dean and director prepare two contingencies. The latter was described as very detailed and would describe the best and worst possible financial situations.

The governor's recommendation was used as the worst—a 7.6 per cent increase in the and the recommendation made by the Coordinating Board for Higher Education (CBHE), for a 11.5 per cent increase of about $16 million. He went on to say that if a seven per cent increase in salary raises and other costs were assumed, the student inflationary increase was assumed, the governor's recommendation would require a decrease of four per cent in the operating budget, whereas CBHE allowed a two per cent increase in same budget.

He then said, "Somewhere in one of our options, you can find our solution." The communication broke down and a rumor began that a four per cent cut was mandated in the next Senate. He said that the effectiveness of an interested student body can be "seriously eroded—or ignored—if basic facts are wrong."

He said, "I never expected to stand in front of any large group and defend the governor." But, he continued, when students questioned him at Jefferson Junior College in Hillsboro, Mo., about a four per cent budget cut, he was noticeably at a disadvantage, because he didn't recommend any such cut. Grobman reported that he foresaw a 6.57 per cent increase for the 1979-80 budget. This would allow money for inflationary costs and for instituting some new programs. "So," Grobman concluded, "it is not a report of doom and gloom." Later a senator asked him if the students helped the situation in regards to Teedelis's decision. Grobman replied that while he was "delighted with student reaction to the problem, I don't think it helped in the Senate or the House."

**SUMMER EMPLOYMENT with camp personality**

Spend your summer helping underprivileged children at a camp near Troy, Mo.

Salary begins at $75.00/week & room, board, insurance

CALL 314-291-1423

WRITE: Carole Fisher, PO box 635 Bridgeton, Mo. 63044

**PROJECT PHILIP**

A friend is a person of great understanding, a companion who listens with infinite patience.

A true friend can make all our cares pass away with the touch of a hand or a smile.

A friend is a cherished and precious possession, someone to treasure deep down in your heart, with a closeness that grows through the years.

The friend who never forsakes you is Jesus. (Reed John 15:13, Proverbs 17:17, 26:10)

Free Bible Correspondence Course

Provided by: Project Phillip-Box 28253 St. Louis, Mo. 63132

"Okay, who's the wise guy?"

**Stroh's**

For the real beer lover.

THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN © 1978

**more letters**

Smith thanks supporters

Dear Editor,

Please allow me to use this "vehicle of expression that is open to all students" to thank my friends for their support these past few months. I hope you all learned as many things during this election as I did and you're proud of the fight we put up.

I'd also like to add that, in my opinion, working with Cortez Lofmo has been a very enjoyable experience. I may not have always agreed with him, but I admire the way he stood up to criticism (sometimes unjust) and respected him for not resigning or giving up under the pressure of academics or opponents. I just hope the next administration succeeds to sacrifice as much.

Thank you again.

Very respectfully yours,

Crystal Smith

Richard Jackoway, a sophomore in political science, has been named editor of the UMSL Quarrant for 1979-80. His term of office begins in June.
UMSL Week offers varied entertainment

Andrew Hausmann

To illustrate the progress UMSL has made in the past 15 years and to explain to the community what UMSL was and has become, UMSL Week has been announced. This series of events from April 21-29 will be held on campus "as a culmination of the celebration of UMSL's fifteenth anniversary," said Sonnie McHale, University Relations. UMSL Week includes film series, band festivals, sports events, contests and other forms of entertainment for UMSL students and members of the community.

Serendipity Weekend is from April 21-22. According to Pat Sullivan, coordinator of the weekend, its purpose is "to raise money for the Commons Project and to draw prospective students to the campus." The weekend offers game and food booths, a carnival with amusement rides, campus tours, a bluegrass festival, a varsity baseball doubleheader and a Gateway Senior High School Band Festival.

Because UMSL Week is the culmination of UMSL's fifteenth anniversary celebration, this is its first year. "It is thought that if all goes well, we might offer it annually," Sullivan said.

"The Psi Sigma Epsilon fraternity is acting as the administrative body for Serendipity Weekend," Sullivan said. "They've been doing all the legwork—promotion, distribution of money, contacting people..."

Calendar supplement
The Serendipity Weekend Carnival, scheduled to include carnival rides, games and food will be held on the parking lot south of Benton Hall from noon-11 pm, April 21, and from 1-8 pm, April 22. A bluegrass musical festival will be held from 1-6 pm April 22 and will feature the Harmon Trio, Dub Crouch, Norman Ford and the Bluegrass Connection, the Mark Twain Multi-purpose Building. Admission is free.

School for Wives," a play produced by the University Players, will be presented at 8 pm, April 20-22, in the Benton Hall Theater. The UMSL men's baseball team takes on Western Illinois University in a doubleheader at 1 pm April 21, on the diamond located just east of the Mark Twain Multi-purpose Building. UMSL's Evening College holds its Eleventh Annual Spring Dinner-Dance at 8 pm, April 21, at the Ramada Inn at I-270 and Page.

The School of Business Administration will hold its Ninth Annual Honors Banquet at 6 pm, April 22, at the Sheraton West Inn. The UMSL Women's softball team faces William Woods in a doubleheader at 2 pm, April 23. The Center for Metropolitan Studies will sponsor a metropolitan forum entitled, "Taxpayers in Revolt: Proposition 13 and Beyond," from 8:30 pm-2:30 pm, April 25, in the J.C. Penney Building.

"Penny Girl," a film starring Barbara Streisand and Omar Sharif, will be shown at 8:15 pm, April 23, in 101 Stadler Hall. Admission is free.

The UMSL tennis team takes on Washington University at 3:30 pm, April 27, on the courts located behind the Mark Twain Multi-purpose Building. The Fete de Normandie, featuring food, games, crafts, and UMSL exhibits and displays, will be held from noon-6 pm, April 28-29, on campus and in the lobby of the J.C. Penney Building.

The women's tennis team will take part in a triangular meet against Northeast Missouri State and Southeast Missouri State, at 9 am, April 28. The UMSL Commons will be dedicated in a ceremony beginning at 3:30 pm, April 29. The University Band and Chorus will perform at 8 pm, April 29, in the Mark Twain Multi-purpose Building. Greek Games will be held on campus on the morning of April 29. A Suburban Jazz Festival will be held in the J.C. Penney Building from 9 am noon and from 1-4 pm, April 24.

The Greek Week Trivia Contest will be held at 7 pm, April 24, in the J.C. Penney Building. "Easy Rider," a movie starring Peter Fonda, Dennis Hopper, and Jack Nicholson, will be shown at 8:15 pm, April 24, in 101 Stadler Hall.

UMSL Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman will make his Annual Report to the Community, from 11:30 am-1:30 pm, April 25, at the Cervantes Convention Center.

Jake's Leg Band will present a country rock concert from 7 pm-1 am, April 25, on the platform beside Bugge Lake. Admission is free.

The Rivermen tennis team takes on Southeast Missouri State University at 2:30 pm, April 25, on the courts located behind the Mark Twain Multi-purpose Building.

The women's softball team faces the University of Missouri-Columbia at 3 pm, April 25.

The Greek God Contest will be held April 25 on campus. UMSL's Board of Curators will meet in the J.C. Penney Building throughout the day, April 26-27.
Kieth discusses sexism

Vickey Keith, coordinator of the University of Missouri-Columbia Women's Center, will lead a discussion on "Sexism in the Classroom" April 13, from 11:30am-1pm in room 75 of the J.C. Penney Building. This discussion is the second in a series of lunch discussions sponsored by the UMSL Women's Studies program.

"Women do not always recognize it when they are being put down because they are women," said Keith. "When they are aware of the 'put down' they need to know how to respond in order to keep their self-respect and change the other person's behavior." Keith has led similar seminars on "Verbal Self-Defense" and "Sexual Harassment" at UMC and elsewhere.

Keith received her master's in counseling from Western Illinois University. She taught women's studies, psychology, and counseling at the University of Maine and University of Iowa. She also taught for the University of Maryland in Japan.

Keith's appearance at UMSL is sponsored by the International Women's Decade Speakers' Bureau on the Status of Women at Stephens College in Columbia. The Bureau is supported by a grant from the Missouri Committee for the Humanities, Inc., the state-based arm of the National Endowment for the Humanities. For more information, call 453-5380.

---

15 Years ago
UMSL birth announcement

For the third time in four years the student newspaper at the University of Missouri-St. Louis will have a different name.

The Mizou News, formerly the Tiger Club, will now be called the UMSL Current, according to Editor-in-Chief Barbara Dupner.

The change resulted from pressure put on the newspaper by some administration members and students who wished to break the connection between this campus and the Columbia campus that they felt the use of the word "Mizzou" implied. The name, UMSL Current, was chosen for its association with the recently adopted mascot, "Riverman."

From the "UMSL Current," Student Newspapers in UMSL Archives.

---

ELECTION ANNOUNCEMENT

The Evening College Council's membership election is scheduled for the 17th and 18th of April. Anyone interested in becoming a member should register at the Evening College Koffee Klatch or in the Evening College Office BEFORE MONDAY, APRIL 16th 12:00 NOON. Council membership is limited to only 18 members; those candidates already registered are:

Mel Bryant
Alicia Brown
James Cook
Angela Evans
Arlene Geiser
Patrick Lane
Claudia Reed
Jeff Thomas
Sandra Walton

The polls will open TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY (April 16th and 17th) at 5:00 p.m. and close at 7:00 p.m. Ballot boxes will be located in the Lobby of Lucas Hall; 3rd floor, 2nd floor, S.S.B. Lobby and the University Center Lobby.

---

classified ad' (klas'ə fid' əd), noun 1. a brief advertisement, as in newspaper or magazine, typically one column wide, that offers or requests jobs, messages, items for sale, etc. Also called CURRENT CLASSIFIEDS, as in free to UMSL students, and $2.50 to others, (come to 8 Blue Metal Building).

class less (klas ə lis), adj. 1. wearing sneakers when you are the best man.
Walters excels as artist

Mary Bagley

Sylvia Walters has had a successful and varied career in art.

Walters, chairperson of UMSL’s art department, has many of her art works on continual display throughout the country and has won numerous awards on some of her exhibitions.

Walters specializes in wood cuts and print-making although she isn’t limited to those areas. Walters has won awards in the media of lithographs, collages, woodcuts and book cover and text designs.

A few of her recent awards include a Purchase Award from Color Print USA, for woodcut entitled “Portrait With a White Hat.” The woodcut is on display at the Texas Technical University Gallery.

“Because of the elaborate techniques that I use for my woodcuts,” she said, “it takes me about half a year to do one print.”

Traditionally, a woodcut is colored by carving a separate block of wood for each color. Walters has devised a different method.

“I’m on my method. I use the same block of wood for each color,” Walters said. “For one of my woodcuts I used about 30-40 colors. The results are extremely satisfying even though the production is limited.”

Walters worked as a freelance book cover designer and with the courtesy of the university was invited as a book cover and text designer.

Text designs include the size of the page, type style and book cloth. Many of Walters’ designs have won awards in the Midwestern Book Competition.

Walters is the first chairperson of the UMSL art department which is in its second year after having had an “amicable divorce with the music department,” she said. “We’ve come a long way and still have a long way to go. I’m confident of this year and the department is doing well.”

“The part of the art department most students are familiar with is Gallery 210 and the beginning level art history course which average 500 students per semester.”

The art history program offers a bachelor of arts degree and Walters hopes that the art department will someday offer a degree in studio art.

“There are two main reasons why the department doesn’t offer a degree in studio art. The university doesn’t have the full range of facilities, and it doesn’t have sufficient staff. There’s a lot of interest in the making of art,” she said.

Walters mainly teaches studio art courses. This semester she’s teaching drawing and a media and techniques course. Next year she’ll teach design, a course which she looks forward to.

“I like teaching beginning level art students. As a person becomes more mature, the teaching of art stops—it becomes more guiding than teaching,” she said.

“By teaching beginners, my work becomes more influential, and I like the interchange with students. Teaching help me with my art work.”

Walter’s work is on continuous exhibit at various national galleries such as the Associated American Artists Gallery in New York City, the Van Straaten Gallery in Chicago and the Graphics Gallery in San Francisco.

Walters has also been active in community art organizations. She is a member of the board for the Art and Coordinating Council for the Area (ACCA), an organization composed primarily of professional artists. Walters is also the national board member for the Women’s Caucus for Art.

Her office is surrounded with prints, drawings and other forms of art work. She displays a woodcut that is one of the first she made when an undergraduate at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.

“Keep this woodcut as a reminder of the time I first started as an artist,” she said.

And since then, Walters has come a long way and accomplished much in her career both as a teacher and as an artist.

University Players to present Moliere play

The University Players will present Moliere’s “School for Wives” April 20-22 at 8pm in the Benton Hall Theater.

Linda Koenig, speech instructor, will serve as director of the play. She will be assisted by Kathleen Nelson, who will serve as assistant director and stage manager.

Cast members include Steve Clark, Joel Bennett, Paul Norman, Patrick Lane, Cindy Kuhn, Ken Woods, Richard Green, Russ Monika, and Jerry Holden.

Tickets are $1 with an UMSL ID and $2 for the general public, and may be purchased in advance at the Information Desk or at the door. For more information, call 453-5465.

---

Brookdale
For Both men and women!

7711 Clayton Road • 771-8143

Intramural Activities Brewing

Among the Intramural activities being planned by the Intramural Coordinator are a basketball tournament for men and women that will begin on November 1. Other events include a bowling tournament, relay races, a pep rally, and a free-for-all that will be fought over on Friday evenings.

For more information, contact the Intramural Coordinator at extension 387.

---

WOMEN’S SPRING FING FLUG FOOTBALL

All Female little sisters, sororities, or organizations. You can have a team of 7 women participants. Remember your organization deadline is April 17. Tournament will be Sunday, April 22 at 1:30

---

COMING EVENTS FOR APRIL

GOLF TOURNAMENT, APRIL 30 AND MAY 7 FREE 95.40 FOR 18 holes.

TROPHIES WILL BE AWARDED BY BUDWEISER FOR 1ST, 2ND AND 3RD PLACE PLAYERS IN THE HANDICAP AND SCRATCH DIVISION. PARTICIPANTS WILL BE IN TWO DIVISIONS:

STUDENT (Male-Female) FACULTY-STAFF (Male-Female)

---

"RAQUETBALL COURTS ARE NOW OPEN"

Call for reservations. All play is first come, first served. Only, those on Monday nights between 7:30 and 9:30 pm will be allowed to play. Monday nights only.

---

ALLEY NEWS

1st ROUND TOURNAMENT: 9 A. M. V.W. games; over 2.5 TIKES UNISL A.V. over 21 ROLLERS STARRY STARR over NRRRTS

******CONGRATULATIONS******

***GOLF-BOWL WINNERS***

Representing the TKE’s team of Dave Beaul, Dan Henny, Chris Dulan and Mary Black won the Handicap Division; Star Star took the Scratch Division.

******CHAMPIONS FOR LIFE*******

Congratulations to Jeanette Milne, a freshman business major (Women’s Life Division) who was selected to be the first recipient of the Intramural Champions for Life Award. She received this honor for her sportsmanship, participation and performance displayed in IM bowling, volleyball, Hoc Soc, Intramural Water Polo and Softball.

---

TWO IN ONE: Sylvia Walters, art department chairperson, is accomplished both as a teacher and as an artist. Her work includes woodcuts, lithographs and collages. [Photo by Chuck Higdon.]
College Students — The Chance Of A Nighttime

BUILD BUSCH MOUNTAIN
AT THE '79
BUSCH

Win! A BUSCH BASCH For You
And 100 Friends.

We’re looking for five teams of college students* to build BUSCH Mountains during the '79
BUSCH BASCH Pre-Game Show, Monday night – April 30 at Busch Stadium. You’ll be
right on the field with “If I Can’t Have You” Yvonne Elliman and racing greats Buddy Baker,
Cale Yarborough, Donnie Allison and Bobby Allison. They’ll be singing and racing and you’ll
be building a BUSCH Mountain (out of beer cases) while 50,000 fans cheer you on. WOW!

Here’s How To
Get In On The Action

If you wish to be considered to participate in the Build BUSCH Mountain Contest,
here’s what to do:

Get your team together (two guys and two girls) and show up at Busch Stadium at noon
Saturday, April 21. Wait next to Stan Musial until our judges arrive. Five teams will
be selected. You’ll be judged on the basis of originality, team spirit and BUSCH identification.
(HINT: Come as a Mountain or BUSCH can, bring signs, banners, get crazy!)

Grand Prize — Your Own BUSCH Basch Party

Our five selected teams will build BUSCH Mountains at the '79 BUSCH Basch. The team
that builds the biggest, tallest, mightiest BUSCH Mountain out of BUSCH cases wins a
BUSCH Basch for 100 friends. This includes live music, food and BUSCH. Plus, everybody
gets official BUSCH racing jackets, coolers, t-shirts and more.

O.K. now, head for the stadium (April 21-noon). There you may be chosen to build
BUSCH Mountains at the BUSCH Basch. Then, you may head for your very own BUSCH Basch.
Reach for the mountains and you’ll be there – BUSCH.

*All participants must be of legal drinking age.
"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
Rivermen battle weather; seek victories

Jeff Kuchne

For the UMSL Rivermen baseball squad, victories have not come as freely as might be expected, but then games have not come all that frequently either. The reason for this has been the bad weather.

At the start of this week, the Rivermen had seven and last five for a total of 12 games. However, UMSL has been rain-out ed out of 16 games so far this season, eight of which will not be replayed.

"The bad weather has definitely hurt us," said UMSL head coach Jim Dix. "It (the weather) benefits the weaker teams, because the stronger teams like ourselves play better when we play every day."

Dix alluded that the weather has been detrimental to the Rivermen in certain areas, particularly defense and pitching.

"Our defense and pitching has suffered because of the weather," he said. "We haven't had one practice outside yet, except for one intraquad game at the beginning of this year. We haven't been able to take infield practice outside and our pitchers haven't had the benefit of pitching on the mound."

However, Dix needn't worry. The Rivermen are one of the most potent offensive teams in the nation led by shortstop Skip Mann (571) and outfielder Jim Lockett (.511).

Mann, a definite pro prospect, is among the team leaders with 24 hits, 4 doubles, and 14 RBIs. Lockett, a junior from Jennings, leads the team in runs scored with 19 and stolen bases with 11.

Greg Ready, a two-time All-American, is batting a respectable .333, but that average does not reflect what the swift-footed outfielder is capable of hitting.

In the last two seasons, Ready has batted .417 and .459, respectively. However, he has failed eight times this season without a hit.

Freshman outfielder-designated hitter Mike Stellman leads the team with 16 RBIs, and is batting .378. He was a definite plus for UMSL on the season-opening southern sweep.

Since that trip, the Rivermen have won four of six games, beginning with a doubleheader sweep of SIU-Edwardsville, 4-2 and 9-4, on April 3.

Two days later, the Rivermen hosted McKendree College and bowed to the Bears in a 13-12 slugfest. It is obvious that pitching (or the lack of it) doomed the Rivermen that day. "Anytime you score 13 runs in a game, you should win," reasoned Dix.

"Our pitchers were walking batters and then giving up home runs," he said. "Our pitchers just have to learn to get the ball over the plate with any consistency."

The next day, the Rivermen edged Southwest Missouri State 10-9, and then split a doubleheader with the Bears, 14-9 and 15-10, on April 7.

Although the Rivermen have had trouble putting a string of victories together, Dix still feels this is the best ball club he's ever coached.

"We are capable of beating anybody we play," he said. "I think when we get some good weather and play everyday, we will be mighty tough to beat."

"I still believe this is the best defensive and offensive club I've ever coached," said UMSL's fourth-year head mentor. "It all depends on our pitchers. They will be the key."

RIVERMAN NOTES: Sophomore Keith Kimball has been UMSL's most consistent pitcher to date with a 3-0 record. UMSL will meet Southeast Missouri State this Saturday at 1 pm, here at UMSL.

EIU captures UMSL softball tournament

Easter Illinois University won four straight games, including a 2-1 victory over UMSL, to capture the first annual University of Missouri-St. Louis women's softball tournament April 6-8 at the Hannerrood Sports Complex in St. Louis.

The Panthers defeated the University of Missouri-Columbia 7-4 in the championship game Sunday. They were led by catcher Jan Comac (the tourney's Most Valuable Player,) and Bonnie Knarmer (the tourney's leading pitcher.)

UMSL, meanwhile, displayed some talent of its own in the three-day event. Patti Crowe, a freshman outfielder from River- man, was named all-tournament for her performance both offensively and defensively. Crowe led EIU in the tournament with six hits, most of them coming in clutch situations.

"Patti did very well all around," said UMSL head coach Ronja Adron. "She provided us good play consistently."

UMSL opened the tourney with a 3-2 win over William Woods, and proceeded to club Chicago State 19-0 in a second round game.

In that game, Michelle Siemer and Mary Kuehne combined for a no-hitter, the second one for UMSL this season. Siemer claims the other one with a solo effort against Stephens College earlier this season.

UMSL also defeated Northern Illinois University, 7-2, before bowing out of the tourney with a 2-1 loss to Indiana State.

Members of the all-tourney team are Patti Sutton, catcher (Meramec); Knarmer, pitcher (EIU); Elaine Fields, first base (Central Missouri State); Jennifer Halley, second base (EIU); Jane Grebner, third base (EIU); Laura Futch, shortstop (Missouri); and Patti Crowe (UMSL); Kathy Anderson, (Central Missouri); and Mary Ivy (Meramec), outfielders.

UMSL signs two more prep stars

Two more outstanding prep field hockey players, Diane Callier of Riverview Gardens and Becky Streater of Ladue, have signed letters of intent to attend UMSL.

Callier played three years for Riverview Gardens High School and received a school award this past season for her outstanding play.

Streater played four years for Ladue High School and led her team this past season with 15 assists and three goals. Get a FLAIR pen FREE...

Scrambled egg, sausage
and hash browns...
or Hot cakes and sausage.

Have Breakfast with a FLAIR...

STUDENTS, come on over to McDonald's of Bel Ridge for breakfast and pick up your flair pen. They're great for taking notes, doing homework, or writing letters.

Put some flair into your writing!
Bartow named new head basketball coach

Jeff Kuchino

After a search of nearly two months, UMSL has named Tom Bartow as the new head basketball coach.

Bartow replaces Chuck Smith, who announced Feb. 13 that he would step down as basketball coach at the end of the season to concentrate on his duties as athletic director. Smith coached the Rivermen for 13 years and has been coach ever since basketball's inception here in 1966. Bartow now becomes the second head basketball coach ever at UMSL.

Bartow, who has been an assistant to Smith for the past two seasons, was recommended by the five-member Search Committee.

Members of the Committee were Frederick Wilkie, math professor; Warren Bellis, professor of music; Nancy Knarr, member of the UMSL Alumni Association; Ted Struckman, UMSL athletic trainer, and Tony Bell, UMSL student and president of the UMSL Tabergamers.

This week the Committee reviewed the applications and then decided to interview its five final candidates. There were 13 applications for the position.

Along with Bartow, the four other finalists include Rich Graver, head basketball coach at DeSmet; Skip Shearer, assistant coach at Drury; Gene Bess, head coach at Three Rivers Junior College; and LeRoy McCloud, assistant coach at Tulsa University.

“We wanted a coach who had proved success at the other schools, we wanted a coach who we felt would have good demonstration ability to be able to recruit, and obviously we wanted someone who knew the game of basketball,” Smith said.

“The Search Committee passed its recommendation on to me,” said Smith. “I recommended Coach Bartow on to Chancellor Grobman and he concurred to hire coach Tom Bartow.”

“I know we’ve made the right choice,” said Smith. “I know because I’ve had the honor of working with Tom the last two years, and he has a lot of coaching experience behind him.”

Although Bartow is only 29 years old, he has been in coaching for 10 years. He began as a student-assistant coach at Central Missouri State in 1989. Two years later he received his bachelor's degree and in 1994, his masters degree in education from CMS.

Bartow coached four years on the high school level—two at St. Peter, Mo., and two at Moberly. His teams set school records for winning.

In 1995, Bartow took his first college head coaching job, when he was hired by Central Methodist College. In his first year, he led his team to a 12-16 record. In his second season, his team finished 20-4, which was the most wins at the school in 20 years.

Bartow hopes to transform the success he enjoyed at those schools into a championship-caliber team at UMSL. When the team takes the floor next year, Bartow will be out there teaching fundamentals as always.

“I stress fundamentals,” said UMSL’s new head mentor. “That’s my number one goal—to have a fundamentally sound team—and it always will be my goal.”

Bartow also announced plans for his recruiting procedures. He feels that emphasis should be placed on recruiting a player right out of high school, so that he can build a team that will be strong when his prize recruits become juniors and seniors.

Bartow revealed that he is close to signing some of the top players on his list, including some of the top players in the St. Louis area.

Bartow is the nephew of Gene Bartow, a former head coach at UCLA and Memphis State and currently head coach at the University of Alabama-Birmingham.

NEW COACH: Tom Bartow announced that he is accepting the job as head basketball coach at a news conference, April 10 [photo by Chuck Higdon].

Rivermen show consistency

Greg Kaveauas

The UMSL golf team finished sixth in the Park College Invitational in Kansas City last week.

Host Park College won the tournament. Baker University finished second and William Jewell pulled in third.

Although the Rivermen have shot consistently this year, never finishing worse than sixth, they have yet to win a tournament. “We’re just not playing well together as a team,” said Andy Smith, head coach. “Hopefully we’ll get better soon.”

Senior John Hayes grabbed individual honors for UMSL in the two day event, firing 77-82-159. Hayes, UMSL’s number one player, “is starting to come around,” according to Smith. His scores have gradually improved through the spring campaign.

Other Riverman scores over the two day event were Clay Higdon 80-85-165, Mike Hartman 88-86-174, and Rich Graver 91-86-177. Senior Pat Murphy finished in a tie for 17th place, shooting an 85-86-171.

Halfway through the schedule, Hayes and Manes are pacing the Rivermen with an 85.3 stroke average. Clay Smith’s 82.4 is close behind and Hartman is averaging 82.8 strokes per round. Senior Pat Murphy displays an even 80.4 stroke average.

The team does not compete again until Thursday, when they travel to Joplin, Mo. to play in the Crossroads of American intercollegiate tournament.

Net teams progress

The UMSL women’s tennis team won two of three matches over the weekend, defeating Evangel College 7-3 Friday and Saturday and then losing to Missouri Southern 6-3 Saturday, all in Springfield, Missouri.

UMSL’s tennis players are currently head coach at Washington University at 3pm Friday at Washington University. The Rivermen dropped a 6-1 decision last Wednesday to Westminster. Al Wolk and Guy Knapp teamed at number one doubles for the Rivermen’s only win. UMSL’s record now stands at 1-5.

Coach Gomes resigns

UMSL’s men’s tennis squad will try for its second victory of the season when the Rivermen play Washington University at 3pm Friday at Washington University. The Rivermen dropped a 6-1 decision last Wednesday to Westminster. Al Wolk and Guy Knapp teamed at number one doubles for the Rivermen’s only win. UMSL’s record now stands at 1-5.

UMSL’s women’s basketball coach and tennis coach Carol Gomes has resigned, effective at the end of the current academic year. A native of Florence, Arizona, Gomes has coached the Riverwomen the past two seasons.

UMSL women’s athletic director Judy Barres says she hopes to organize procedures in order to fill the positions as quickly as possible.